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Change form for PREMIS Data
Dictionary and Schema revisions
Title of Change: New Provenance Note Data Object
Statement of change: NLNZ request the addition of semantic units that will support the use of
structured provenance notes.
Name of requestor / organization and email contact:
Jay Gattuso, National Library of New Zealand Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa (NLNZ),
Jay.Gattuso@dia.govt.nz
Date submitted: 25 September 2012
Documents attached: Note Data Dictionary.docx, New Provenance Data Model Examples.docx, Note
Data Model.jpg, NDHA_Draft_Policies_-_Preconditioning.pdf
Description of solution (if applicable): For NLNZ, Provenance Notes are entries made against an IE,
REP, FILE, or BS that document an action that has occurred against that object. Typically, these
actions are done before the object has been brought into the preservation system. These actions fall
under the Preconditioning Policy that allows certain changes to be made to a file before being
ingested into the system, with the understanding that a full provenance note is generated and
associated with the content.
Reasons/use case for the request: There is no current solution for creating and retaining structured
provenance notes within the PREMIS Data Dictionary. NLNZ uses provenance notes to record details
of actions that have been undertaken on objects. Typically these actions are taken on objects before
they are brought under the control of the preservation system (for example, changing erroneous file
extensions, or replacing illegal characters in file names). The actions generally fall into one of a list of
categories of acceptable change, with the exact detail of the change requiring different values. This
allows us to build in a degree of structure. At the moment, we use eventOutcomeDetail to contain
the details of the action undertaken. We place in this field a wide-range of non-structured
information detailing what action was taken. This is un-structured information is a) hard to search on
and b) difficult to create in a consistent style across similar notes.
Briefly:
1) The current method is undertaking two related tasks:
a. It is recording the fact that a provenance record was successfully lodged against an
object entity
b. It is recording the details of any preconditioning changes or other such activity the
file is subjected to
2) The semantic unit ‘eventOutcomeDetail’ is used to hold the details of reported provenance
activity, not the details of the event outcome
3) There is no concrete structure to a provenance note. This will limit future abilities to identify
items that share a specific provenance event, or to automate reversals of pre-conditioning
activities
4) There is a significant amount of wasted storage through the consistent use of (repeated)
empty data entities
A full description of the change requested is in the associated documents: Note Data
Dictionary.docx, New Provenance Data Model Examples.docx
Data dictionary or schema change or both?: Both.

Proposed Data Model
Summary
This section proposes a data model for a provenance note that would align with the current PREMIS
data model. The structure of the model is taken directly from the PREMIS Event model and
extended/amended in relevant locations to allow the accurate capture and storage of technical
provenance information.
The purpose of this semantic unit is to allow basic technical changes to be made to a file at the point
of ingest into a preservation repository. It is important to note that these changes are not to
intellectual content of the file, but labelling / technical adjustments such as added the adding of file
extension, changing of native filenames, or the removal of superfluous or erroneous chunks of data.
These changes are only made to ensure the smooth transition of the digital object from a ‘wild’
digital object from any number of possible legacy IT systems, to one that is confined to a specific
platform, and expected to behave in the same way as other related objects.
The provenance semantic unit supports this process by allowing a full and accurate capture of any
such actions taken of a file, and in a PREMIS compliant fashion.
The proposed data model describes the following entities:

Semantic unit

N.1 noteIdentifier

Semantic components

N.1.1 noteIdentifierType
N.1.2 noteIdentifierValue

Definition

A designation used to uniquely identify the Provenance Note within
the preservation repository system.

Rationale

Each Provenance Note recorded by the preservation archive must have
a unique identifier to allow it to be related to objects, agents, and
other events.

Data constraint

Container

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Creation /
Maintenance notes

The noteIdentifier is likely to be system generated. There is no global
scheme or standard for these identifiers. The identifier is therefore not
repeatable.

Semantic unit

N.1.1 noteIdentifierType

Semantic components

None

Definition

A designation of the domain within which the event identifier is
unique.

Data constraint

None

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Creation /
Maintenance notes

For most preservation repositories, the noteIdentifierType will be its
own internal numbering system. It can be implicit within the system
and provided explicitly only if the data is exported.

Semantic unit

N.1.2 noteIdentifierValue

Semantic components

None

Definition

The value of the noteIdentifier.

Data constraint

None

Examples

[a binary integer]
E-2004-11-13-000119
58f202ac-22cf-11d1-b12d-002035b29092

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2 noteType
N.2.1 filenameChange
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange

Semantic components

N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
N.2.4 ComplexBitstreamChange
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
N.2.6 observation

Definition

A categorization of the nature of the provenance note.

Rationale

Categorizing provenance notes will aid the preservation repository in
machine processing of related information, particularly in reporting,
roll-back and set creation.

Data constraint

Container

Repeatability

Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory
This is not a fully defined object. There are two ways to extend the
types objects.

Creation /
Maintenance notes

(1) Use the provided unstructuredChange object to record a
human readable message – this is suitable to recording
provenance information that is very particular to an individual
object/set of objects
(2) Propose a sematic element newChange (where new is a useful
label to support proper classification), with appropriate
components to allow a full and machine readable provenance
note to be captured.

Semantic unit
Semantic components

N.2.1 filenameChange
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue

Definition

This entity is used to record filename changes as a ‘Pre-conditioning’
activity

Rationale

Holding filename change data in a structured way allows the name
change to be systematically rolled-back if required for delivery of the
original file as was first encountered

Data constraint

Container

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory
This entity assumes the filename:fileExtension separator to be present
in some meaningful and identifiable form (e.g. the commonly found
full-stop character), if no separator is present it should be assumed
that the separator is found at the end of the filename string.
This entity covers the filename strip up to the filename:fileExtension
separator.

Usage notes

Examples
(1) image.jpg has a filename component image, and file extension
component jpg, if the filename was changed to image_new,
the following components would be recorded for this file:
(2) originValue = image
(3) finalValue = image_new
If necessary this entity should be used in conjunction with
fileExtensionChange

Semantic unit

N.2.1.1 originValue

Semantic components

None

Definition

The original filename as first encountered by the collecting entity

Data constraint

Must be able to maintain extended characterset glyphs and be a NULL
object

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.1.2 finalValue

Semantic components

None

Definition

The original filename as first encountered by the repository

Data constraint

Must be able to maintain extended characterset glyphs and be a NULL
object

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.2 fileExtensionChange

Semantic components

N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue

Definition

This entity is used to record file extension changes as a ‘Preconditioning’ activity

Rationale

Holding file extension change data in a structured way allows the
name change to be systematically rolled-back if required for delivery of
the original file as was first encountered

Data constraint

Container

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory
This entity assumes the filename:file extension separator to be present
in some meaningful and identifiable form (e.g. the commonly found
fullstop character), if no separator is present it should be assumed that
the separator is found at the end of the filename string .
This entity covers the filename strip after the filename:file extension
separator.
Examples:

Usage notes

(1) image.jpg has a filename component image, and file extension
component jpg, if the extension was changed to png, the following
components would be recorded for this file:
(2) originValue = jpg
(3) finalValue = png
(4) image has a filename component of image - If the extension jpg is
added the following components would be recorded for this file:
(5) originValue = NULL
(6) finalValue = jpg

If necessary this entity should be used in conjunction with
filenameChange

Semantic unit

N.2.2.1 originValue

Semantic components

None

Definition

The original file extension as first encountered by the collecting entity

Data constraint

Must be able to maintain extended characterset glyphs and be a NULL
object

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.2.2 finalValue

Semantic components

None

Definition

The original file extension as first encountered by the repository

Data constraint

Must be able to maintain UTF-8 characterset glyphs and be a NULL
object

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
N.2.3.1 location
N.2.3.2 direction
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange

Semantic components

N.2.3.4 originValue
N.2.3.5 finalValue
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
N.2.3.7 originValue
N.2.3.8 finalvalue

Definition

Used to describe a simple change to a bitstream prior to formal ingest

Rationale

Holding simple bit stream change data in a structured way allows the
changes to be systematically rolled-back if required for delivery of the
original file as was first encountered

Data constraint

Container

Repeatability

Repeatable (0…2)

Obligation

Optional
Repeated use of this entity is constrained to 2 instances, one recording
a BOF change, and one recording an EOF change.

Usage notes

If this is a repeated entity the changeOrder entity should be used to
ensure that changes are recorded correctly. A convention should be
followed that ensures that EOF changes are made first, and BOF
changes second.
If there are both simple and complex changes recorded against a single
file, the simple changes must be made and recorded first, and the
complex changes second. This is to ensure that changes can be
‘undone’ correctly, with the complex changes first, following the
direction of the repeatability conventions (see
complexBitstreamChange)

Semantic unit

N.2.3.1 location

Semantic components

None

Definition

Records at which end of the file the changes were made

Data constraint

Value should be taken from a controlled vocabulary.
Only permitted values are ‘BOF’ or ‘EOF’

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.3.2 direction

Semantic components

None

Definition

Records the type of change made

Data constraint

Value should be taken from a controlled vocabulary.
Only permitted values are ‘Addition’, ‘Subtraction’ or ‘Delta’

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes the number of bytes affected by the change

Rationale

Can be used a check to verify accuracy of automated rollback

Data constraint

INT (DECIMAL)

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory
This element contains the number of bytes that are affected by the
change.
Examples:

Usage notes

If the orginValue being recorded is [0x44 0x45 0x46] the
lengthOfChange element will be set to [3]

If the orginValue being recorded is [0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00
0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00] the
lengthOfChange element will be set to eighteen [18]

Semantic unit

N.2.3.4 originValue

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes the pre-change value of the bytes under change
INT (Hexadecimal).

Data constraint

Must include any encoding used to represent data elements (e.g.
base64)
Must support NULL values

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.3.5 finalValue

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes the pre-change value of the bytes under change
INT (Hexadecimal).

Data constraint

Must include any encoding used to represent data elements (e.g.
base64)
Must support NULL values

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.3.6 changeOrder

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes the numerical order of any changes

Data constraint

INT (Decimal)

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.3.7 originFixity

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes a fixity value for the original(pre-change) object

Data constraint

Must specify the fixity type

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.3.8 finalFixity

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes a fixity value for the final (changed) object

Data constraint

Must specify the fixity type

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.4 ComplexBitstreamChange
N.2.4.1 originStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction

Semantic components

N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity

Definition

Used to describe a complex change to a bitstream prior to formal
ingest

Rationale

Holding simple bit stream change data in a structured way allows the
changes to be systematically rolled-back if required for delivery of the
original file as was first encountered

Data constraint

Container

Repeatability

Repeatable

Obligation

Optional

Usage notes

Repeated use of this must be managed carefully to preserve offset
pointers though considered use of the changeOrder component
Include simple & complex changes over a single document

Semantic unit

N.2.4.1 originStartOffset

Semantic components

None

Definition

Records the starting offset for the change (smallest offset # of affected
bytes)

Data constraint

INT (DECIMAL or Hex)

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.4.2 originEndOffset

Semantic components

None

Definition

Records the ending offset for the change (largest offset # of affected
bytes)

Data constraint

INT (DECIMAL or Hex)

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.4.3 finalStartOffset

Semantic components

None

Definition

Records the starting offset for the change (smallest offset # of affected
bytes)

Data constraint

INT (DECIMAL or Hex)

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.4.4 finalEndOffset

Semantic components

None

Definition

Records the ending offset for the change (largest offset # of affected
bytes)

Data constraint

INT (DECIMAL or Hex)

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.4.5 direction

Semantic components

None

Definition

Records the type of change made

Data constraint

Value should be taken from a controlled vocabulary.
Only permitted values are ‘Addition’, ‘Subtraction’ or ‘Delta’

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.4.6 originFileLength

Semantic components

None

Definition

Records the file size in bits of the original file

Data constraint

INT (DECIMAL)

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Usage notes

This field should record the file size (as total number of bytes) prior to
the individual recorded change being made (not the size of the initial
file size of the object, as it will be used as checking method to ensure
that any roll-back is successful).

Semantic unit

N.2.4.7 finalFileLength

Semantic components

None

Definition

Records the file size in bits of the final file

Data constraint

INT (DECIMAL)

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Usage notes

This field should record the file size (as total number of bytes) after the
individual recorded change being made (not the size of the final file
size of the object, as it will be used as checking method to ensure that
any roll-back is successful).

Semantic unit

N.2.4.8 originValue

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes the pre-change value of the bytes under change
INT (Hexadecimal).

Data constraint

Must include any encoding used to represent data elements (e.g.
base64)
Must support NULL values

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.4.9 finalValue

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes the post-change value of the bytes under change
INT (Hexadecimal).

Data constraint

Must include any encoding used to represent data elements (e.g.
base64)
Must support NULL values

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.4.10 changeOrder

Semantic components

None

Definition

Records the order changes need to be made in, if the parent entity is
repeated

Data constraint

INT (decimal) – If there is only one change, the value ‘1’ should be used

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.4.11 originFixity

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes a fixity value for the original(pre-change) object

Data constraint

Must specify the fixity type

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.4.12 finalFixity

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes a fixity value for the final (changed) object

Data constraint

Must specify the fixity type

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.5 unstructuredChange
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails

Semantic components

N.2.5.2 changeOrder
N.2.5.3 originFixity
N.2.5.4 finalFixity

Definition

Allows the recording of human readable changes

Rationale

A change related provenance note may be required that does not need
to be machine read.

Data constraint

Free Text

Repeatability

Repeatable

Obligation

Optional

Usage notes

Usage should be kept to a minimum, if a frequently occurring note is
required; it is advisable to define a new type that is machine readable.
Failing that, the note could be structured in such a way that machine
readability can be inferred through consistent use of informational
separators and informational components inside the record

Semantic unit

N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes the change record in a human readable way

Data constraint

Free Text

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.5.2 changeOrder

Semantic components

None

Definition

Records the order changes need to be made in, if the parent entity is
repeated

Data constraint

INT (decimal) – If there is only one change, the value ‘1’ should be used

Repeatability

Not Repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.5.3 originFixity

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes a fixity value for the original(pre-change) object

Data constraint

Must specify the fixity type

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.5.4 finalFixity

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes a fixity value for the final (changed) object

Data constraint

Must specify the fixity type

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.2.6 observation

Semantic components

N.2.6.1 observationDetails

Definition

Allows the recording of human readable observations about a specific
file / set of files

Rationale

An observation related note may be required that does not need to be
machine read.

Data constraint

Free Text

Repeatability

Repeatable

Obligation

Optional

Usage notes

Usage should be kept to a minimum, if a frequently occurring note is
required; it is advisable to define a new type that is machine readable.
Failing that, the note could be structured in such a way that machine
readability can be inferred through consistent use of informational
separators and informational components inside the record

Semantic unit

N.2.6.1 observationDetails

Semantic components

None

Definition

Describes the observation record in a human readable way

Data constraint

Free Text

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.3 noteDateTime

Semantic components

None

Definition

The single date and time, or date and time range, at or during which
the note was created.

Data constraint

To aid machine processing, value should use a structured form. To
facilitate exchange of PREMIS-conformant metadata, use of standard
conventions, for instance as used in the date elements in the PREMIS
schema, is recommended.

Examples

20050704T071530-0500 [July 4, 2005 at 7:15:30 a.m. EST]
2006-07-16T19:20:30+01:00
20050705T0715-0500/20050705T0720-0500 [from 7:15 a.m. EST to
7:20 a.m. EST on July 4, 2005]
2004-03-17 [March 17, 2004, only the date is known]

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Usage Notes

Recommended practice is to record the most specific time possible
and to designate the time zone.

Semantic unit

N.4 noteDescription

Semantic components

None

Definition

Additional information about the note.

Data constraint

None

Examples

“This file was amended by the Technical Analyst using HexEdit”

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Optional

Usage Notes

noteDescription is not intended to be processed by machine. It may
record any information about an object and/or point to informational
sources stored elsewhere.

Semantic unit

N.5 linkingAgentIdentifer
N.5.1 linkingAgentIdentifierType

Semantic components

N.5.2 linkingAgentIdentifierValue
N.5.3 linkingAgentRole

Definition

Information about an agent associated with an event.

Rationale

Digital provenance requires often that relationships between agents
and notes are documented.

Data constraint

Container

Repeatability

Repeatable

Obligation

Optional

Creation /
Maintenance notes

Recommended practice is to record the agent if an agent is used to
automatically generate the note.

Semantic unit

N.5.1 linkingAgentIdentifierType

Semantic components

None

Definition

A designation of the domain in which the linking agent identifier is
unique.

Data constraint

Value should be taken from a controlled vocabulary.

Examples

[see examples for agentIdentifierType]

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.5.2 linkingAgentIdentifierValue

Semantic components

None

Definition

The value of the linking agent identifier.

Rationale

None

Data constraint

[see examples for agentIdentifierValue]

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

N.5.3 linkingAgentRole

Semantic components

None

Definition

The role of the agent in relation to this event.

Rationale

Notes can have more than one agent associated with them. The role of
each agent may need to be documented.

Data constraint

Values should be taken from a controlled vocabulary.

Examples

Authorizer
Implementer
Validator
Executing program

Repeatability

Repeatable

Obligation

Optional

Semantic unit

N.6 linkingObjectIdentifier

Semantic components

2.6.1 linkingObjectIdentifierType
2.6.2 linkingObjectIdentifierValue
2.6.3 linkingObjectRole

Definition

Information about an object associated with a note.

Rationale

Digital provenance often requires that relationships between objects
and notes are documented.

Data constraint

Container

Repeatability

Repeatable

Obligation

Optional

Semantic unit

2.6.1 linkingObjectIdentifierType

Semantic components

None

Definition

A designation of the domain in which the linking object identifier is
unique.

Data constraint

Value should be taken from a controlled vocabulary.

Examples

[see examples for objectIdentifierType]

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

2.6.2 linkingObjectIdentifierValue

Semantic components

None

Definition

The value of the linking object identifier.

Data Constraint

None

Examples

[see examples for objectIdentifierValue]

Repeatability

Not repeatable

Obligation

Mandatory

Semantic unit

2.6.3 linkingObjectRole

Semantic components

None

Definition

The role of the object associated with a note.

Rationale

Distinguishes the role of the object in relation to note. If this is not
explicit it is necessary to analyse the relationship between objects in
the object metadata.

Data constraint

None

Examples

source
outcome

Repeatability

Repeatable

Obligation

Optional

Data Model Semantic Unit Map

Provenance Data Model Examples
Example set 1 – Filename and files Extension Changes:
A) A file named Tuesday.March.1992.doc is due to be ingested into the preservation repository.
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, a decision is made to adjust the filename to remove the
extra full stops.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
Tuesday.March.1992
N.2.1.2 finalValue
Tuesday_March_1992
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
N.2.3.2 direction
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
N.2.3.4 originValue
N.2.3.5 finalValue
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
N.2.3.7 originFixity
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

A file named Reporting¥List.xls is due to be ingested into the preservation repository.
B) As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, a decision is made to adjust the filename to
remove the nonstandard ¥ character.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
Reporting¥List
N.2.1.2 finalValue
Reporting_List
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
N.2.3.2 direction
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
N.2.3.4 originValue
N.2.3.5 finalValue
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
N.2.3.7 originFixity
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

C) A file named image.jpg is due to be ingested into the preservation repository.
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the file has been identified as a png file type, and the
file extension will be adjusted to reflect this.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
N.2 noteType
N.2.1 fileNameChange
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
N.2.3.1 location
N.2.3.2 direction
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
N.2.3.4 originValue
N.2.3.5 finalValue
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
N.2.3.7 originFixity
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

Value
Container
Container

Container
jpg
png
Container

Container

Container

Container

D) A file named image is due to be ingested into the preservation repository.
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the file has been identified as a png file type, and the
file extension will be adjusted to reflect this.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
N.2 noteType
N.2.1 fileNameChange
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
N.2.3.1 location
N.2.3.2 direction
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
N.2.3.4 originValue
N.2.3.5 finalValue
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
N.2.3.7 originFixity
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

Value
Container
Container

Container
NULL
png
Container

Container

Container

Container

E) A file named image.May.1998.jpg is due to be ingested into the preservation repository.
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the file has been identified as a png file type. The file
extension will be adjusted to reflect this, and the extra full stops will also be removed.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
image.May.1998
N.2.1.2 finalValue
Image_May_1998
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
jpg
N.2.2.2 finalValue
png
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
N.2.3.2 direction
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
N.2.3.4 originValue
N.2.3.5 finalValue
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
N.2.3.7 originFixity
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

F) A file named image.May.1998 is due to be ingested into the preservation repository.
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the file has been identified as a png file type. The file
extension will be adjusted to reflect this, and the extra full stops will also be removed.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
image.May.1998
N.2.1.2 finalValue
Image_May_1998
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
NULL
N.2.2.2 finalValue
png
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
N.2.3.2 direction
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
N.2.3.4 originValue
N.2.3.5 finalValue
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
N.2.3.7 originFixity
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

Example set 2 – Simple Bitstream Changes:
A) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to be missing a coherent EOF marker of ASCII ‘%EOF’ (as required by the particular file type).
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the EOF marker will be added to the file.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
EOF
N.2.3.2 direction
ADDITION
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
4
N.2.3.4 originValue
NULL
N.2.3.5 finalValue
0x25 0x45 0x4f 0x46
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
1
N.2.3.7 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

B) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to hold superfluous data after the EOF marker (as required by the particular file type).
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, data after the EOF marker will be removed from the file.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
EOF
N.2.3.2 direction
SUBTRACTION
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
8
N.2.3.4 originValue
0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00
0x00
N.2.3.5 finalValue
NULL
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
1
N.2.3.7 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

C) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to hold an incorrect EOF marker – ‘EOI’ instead of ‘EOF’ (as required by the particular file
type).
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the EOF marker will be corrected in the file.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
EOF
N.2.3.2 direction
DELTA
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
3
N.2.3.4 originValue
0x45 0x4f 0x49
N.2.3.5 finalValue
0x45 0x4f 0x46
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
1
N.2.3.7 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

D) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to hold an incorrect BOF marker – ‘BOI’ instead of ‘BOF’ (as required by the particular file
type).
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the BOF marker will be corrected in the file.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
BOF
N.2.3.2 direction
DELTA
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
3
N.2.3.4 originValue
0x42 0x4f 0x46
N.2.3.5 finalValue
0x42 0x4f 0x49
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
1
N.2.3.7 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

E) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to hold superfluous padding data ahead of the BOF marker – (as required by the particular
file type).
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the padding data will be removed from the file.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
BOF
N.2.3.2 direction
SUBTRACTION
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
8
N.2.3.4 originValue
0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00
0x00
N.2.3.5 finalValue
NULL
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
1
N.2.3.7 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

F) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to lack the appropriate BOF marker of ‘%BOF’ – (as required by the particular file type).
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the BOF marker will be added to the file.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
BOF
N.2.3.2 direction
ADDITION
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
4
N.2.3.4 originValue
NULL
N.2.3.5 finalValue
0x25 0x42 0x4f 0x46
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
1
N.2.3.7 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to lack the appropriate BOF marker of ‘%BOF’ and to contain superfluous data after the EOF
marker – (as required by the particular file type). (To reduce wasted space, unused
elements will not be represented)
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the BOF marker will be added to the file, and the
superfluous data removed from the file.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
N.2 noteType
N.2.1 fileNameChange
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
N.2.3.1 location
N.2.3.2 direction
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
N.2.3.4 originValue
N.2.3.5 finalValue
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
N.2.3.7 originFixity
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
N.2.3.1 location
N.2.3.2 direction
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
N.2.3.4 originValue
N.2.3.5 finalValue
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
N.2.3.7 originFixity
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity

Value
Container
Container

Container

Container
BOF
ADDITION
4
0x25 0x42 0x4f 0x46
NULL
1
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
Container
EOF
SUBTRACTION
8
0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00
0x00
NULL
2
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
57cd276835183d2adda9717365a8f682
Container

Example Set 3 – Complex Bitstream Changes:
A) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to contain an incorrect date/time separator inside the metadata. Following a robust
investigation a decision is made to change the separator to the correct value (according to
ISO 8601). As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the relevant bytes will be changed
inside the file.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
N.2 noteType
N.2.1 fileNameChange
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
N.2.3.1 location
N.2.3.2 direction
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
N.2.3.4 originValue
N.2.3.5 finalValue
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
N.2.3.7 originFixity
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.4.5 unstructuredChange
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

Value
Container
Container

Container

Container

Container
247
247
247
247
DELTA
1126127
1126127
0xca
0x20
1
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
Container

Container

B) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to contain two incorrect date/time separators inside the metadata. Following a robust
investigation a decision is made to change the separator to the correct value (according to
ISO 8601). As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the relevant bytes will be changed
inside the file.
(To reduce wasted space, unused elements will not be represented)
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
0xf7
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
0xf7
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
0xf7
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
0xf7
N.2.4.5 direction
DELTA
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
1126127
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
1126127
N.2.4.8 originValue
0xca
N.2.4.9 finalValue
0x20
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
1
N.2.4.11 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
0x476
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
0x476
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
0x476
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
0x476
N.2.4.5 direction
DELTA
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
1126127
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
1126127
N.2.4.8 originValue
0xca
N.2.4.9 finalValue
0x20
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
2
N.2.4.11 originFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
57cd276835183d2adda9717365a8f682

C) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to contain an erroneous value. Following a robust investigation a decision is made to change
the separator to the correct value (according to ISO 8601). As permitted by the preconditioning policy, the relevant bytes will be changed inside the file.
(To reduce wasted space, unused elements will not be represented)
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
0x4b93
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
0x4b9a
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
0x4b93
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
0x4b93
N.2.4.5 direction
SUBTRACTION
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
24241386
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
24241378
N.2.4.8 originValue
0x61 0x63 0x73 0x70 0x41 0x40 0x40 0x4c
N.2.4.9 finalValue
NULL
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
1
N.2.4.11 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36

D) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to contain two erroneous values. Following a robust investigation a decision is made to
change the separator to the correct value (according to ISO 8601). As permitted by the preconditioning policy, the relevant bytes will be changed inside the file.
(To reduce wasted space, unused elements will not be represented)
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
0x4b93
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
0x4b9a
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
0x4b93
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
0x4b93
N.2.4.5 direction
SUBTRACTION
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
24241386
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
24241378
N.2.4.8 originValue
0x61 0x63 0x73 0x70 0x41 0x40 0x40 0x4c
N.2.4.9 finalValue
NULL
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
1
N.2.4.11 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
0x4753
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
0x4757
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
0x4753
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
0x4753
N.2.4.5 direction
SUBTRACTION
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
24241378
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
24271373
N.2.4.8 originValue
0xff 0xc0 0x00 0x11 0x08
N.2.4.9 finalValue
NULL
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
2
N.2.4.11 originFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
57cd276835183d2adda9717365a8f682

E) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to contain an erroneous value that requires removal, and to be missing an essential value
that should be added. Following a robust investigation a decision is made to change the
separator to the correct value (according to ISO 8601). As permitted by the pre-conditioning
policy, the relevant bytes will be changed inside the file.
(To reduce wasted space, unused elements will not be represented)
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
0x4b93
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
0x4b93
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
0x4b93
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
0x4b9a
N.2.4.5 direction
ADDITION
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
242413870
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
24241378
N.2.4.8 originValue
NULL
N.2.4.9 finalValue
0x61 0x63 0x73 0x70 0x41 0x40 0x40 0x4c
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
1
N.2.4.11 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
0x4753
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
0x4757
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
0x4753
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
0x4753
N.2.4.5 direction
SUBTRACTION
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
24241378
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
24271373
N.2.4.8 originValue
0xff 0xc0 0x00 0x11 0x08
N.2.4.9 finalValue
NULL
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
2
N.2.4.11 originFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
57cd276835183d2adda9717365a8f682

F) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to contain an erroneous value that requires removal, a value that requires correcting, and
to be missing an essential value that should be added. Following a robust investigation a
decision is made to change the separator to the correct value (according to ISO 8601). As
permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the relevant bytes will be changed inside the file.
(To reduce wasted space, unused elements will not be represented)
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
0x4b93
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
0x4b93
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
0x4b93
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
0x4b9a
N.2.4.5 direction
ADDITION
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
242413870
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
24241378
N.2.4.8 originValue
NULL
N.2.4.9 finalValue
0x61 0x63 0x73 0x70 0x41 0x40 0x40 0x4c
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
1
N.2.4.11 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
0x4753
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
0x4757
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
0x4753
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
0x4753
N.2.4.5 direction
SUBTRACTION
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
24241378
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
24271373
N.2.4.8 originValue
0xff 0xc0 0x00 0x11 0x08
N.2.4.9 finalValue
NULL
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
2
N.2.4.11 originFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
57cd276835183d2adda9717365a8f682
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
0xa753
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
0xa753
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
0xa753
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
0xa753
N.2.4.5 direction
DELTA
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
24271373
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
24271373
N.2.4.8 originValue
0xff
N.2.4.9 finalValue
0x00
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
3
N.2.4.11 originFixity
57cd276835183d2adda9717365a8f682
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
bf1ee7f99ec07e384fd705809b2ba5e6

Example Set 4 – Simple and Complex Bitstream Changes:
A) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to contain an incorrect date/time separator inside the metadata, and to have some
superfluous padding data at the EOF. Following a robust investigation a decision is made to
change the separator to the correct value (according to ISO 8601). As permitted by the preconditioning policy, the relevant bytes will be changed inside the file.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
EOF
N.2.3.2 direction
SUBTRACTION
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
0x8
N.2.3.4 originValue
0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00
N.2.3.5 finalValue
NULL
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
2
N.2.3.7 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
247
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
247
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
247
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
247
N.2.4.5 direction
DELTA
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
1126127
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
1126127
N.2.4.8 originValue
0xca
N.2.4.9 finalValue
0x20
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
1
N.2.4.11 originFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
57cd276835183d2adda9717365a8f682
N.2.4.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

N.B: From this example, it can be seen that the changeOrder element should be carefully managed
to ensure that offset values are accurately preserved.

Example Set 5 –Unstructured Changes:
A) A change is required for a file that is not covered explicitly by any other change type. A
human readable note is therefore required to record the interaction with the file.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
N.2.3.2 direction
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
N.2.3.4 originValue
N.2.3.5 finalValue
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
N.2.3.7 originFixity
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.4.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
This file was originally saved with an
incorrect internal table setup. To prevent
render errors, this file has been open,
saved and closed with MSWORD 2007
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
1
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails

Example Set 6 –Observations:
A) A file is discovered with a significant technical/interaction feature that is anomalous and
would be valuable to future users of the file. A human readable note is therefore required
to record the interaction with the file.
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
N.2.3.2 direction
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
N.2.3.4 originValue
N.2.3.5 finalValue
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
N.2.3.7 originFixity
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
N.2.4 complexBitstreamChange
N.2.4.1 originChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.2 originChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.3 finalChangeStartOffset
N.2.4.4 finalChangeEndOffset
N.2.4.5 direction
N.2.4.6 originFileLength
N.2.4.7 finalFileLength
N.2.4.8 originValue
N.2.4.9 finalValue
N.2.4.10 changeOrder
N.2.4.11 originFixity
N.2.4.12 finalFixity
N.2.4.5 unstructuredChange
Container
N.2.5.1 unstructuredChangeDetails
N. 2.5.2 changeOrder
N. 2.5.3 originFixity
N. 2.5.4 finalFixity
N.2.4.6 observation
Container
N.2.4.6.1 observationDetails
This database file opens correctly with MS
ACCESS 2007, however, due to an
unresolved issue with this file, at the first
time of use, 23 ‘errors’ occur, requiring the
user to manually click OK on every error
occasion.

Example Set 7 –A simple change with a description:
A) During assessment, a file due to be ingested into the preservation repository has been found
to hold superfluous padding data ahead of the BOF marker – (as required by the particular
file type).
As permitted by the pre-conditioning policy, the padding data will be removed from the file and a
justification recorded for the change activity.
(To reduce wasted space, unused elements will not be represented)
The Provenance Data Model for this object would be completed as follows:
Field
Value
N.2 noteType
Container
N.2.1 fileNameChange
Container
N.2.1.1 originValue
N.2.1.2 finalValue
N.2.2 fileExtensionChange
Container
N.2.2.1 originValue
N.2.2.2 finalValue
N.2.3 simpleBitstreamChange
Container
N.2.3.1 location
BOF
N.2.3.2 direction
SUBTRACTION
N.2.3.3 lengthOfChange
8
N.2.3.4 originValue
0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00
0x00
N.2.3.5 finalValue
NULL
N.2.3.6 changeOrder
1
N.2.3.7 originFixity
1db06cbb83bdf96cc09640e0488d6af1
N.2.3.8 finalFixity
90722d242dd20adee3884c5d95cf5c36
N.4 noteDescription
This change was made to prevent the
file getting a null format ID from the
current system format ID agent
(DROID v5 - signature v58)

Example implementation
XML representation
To demonstrate how this information might be implemented in a real way, the data model was
expressed as basic XML form:

Expanded:

Ideally this should be supported by an appropriate XSD schema.

Implementing a Simple Bitstream Change with XML
Summary
To demonstrate the capabilities and expected usage of the proposed provenance note, an
implementation was constructed in python, using target files that have been collected by the NDHA
that display characteristics suitable for pre-conditioning and therefore a provenance note.
The files all have extraneous data following the end of file (EOF) marker. The file types are all either
PDF or JPG, both of which are found 'in the wild' by Library digital collectors.
The first method undertakes the preconditioning action (cleaning off the extraneous data, and
writing an XML PREMIS style provenance note), and the second function uses the 'cleaned' file and
the XML note to reconstruct the original file as it was collected.
MD5 fixity checks and DROID checks are used throughout to demonstrate the accuracy of the both
the activity and the resulting objects.

The Files
A set of 132 files was taken from the Rosetta Technical Assessor Workbench. All of the files 'failed'
their DROID file format check because DROID returned a multiple match1.
This means that DROID was unable to find a signature based match for these files, and reverted to
the lower confidence extension based match.
When undertaking an extension match, DROID strips the file extension from the offered file, and
looks for matches in the extension space rather than the signature space.
With both JPG and PDF there are a number of matches (as there are a number of different versions
of these formats).
This behaviour triggers a technical error in Rosetta, as Rosetta requires a single matching format:

All the files used in this test were exported from the system and individual assessed for the reason
for failure.
In all cases extraneous data was found after the EOF or end of image (EOI) markers. These markers
are used by DROID to make a match, and therefore explain the reason for failing validation.

1

This is actually undertaken in the by Rosetta Format Validation Stack/Library, but as this action is a duplicate
of the extension matching process in DROID, for brevity DROID will be used to demonstrate the outcomes.

Examples
PDF
File A.pdf is one of the offending files. It renders perfect in a suitable render (e.g. Adobe Reader 9).
When given to DROID2 the following result is offered:
This means that no matches have been found (although in Rosetta, all the possible matches to the
file extension would be offered as potential matches).
A binary view of the file shows this extraneous data:

PDF files are expected to end with an EOF marker of %%EOF and it is this ‘string’ is one of the parts
of the signature that DROID is looking for to be able to offer a signature based match.

To demonstrate this, the data after the EOF marker can be removed:

2

DROID version 6.01, signature version 63, container signature version 20120829, Max byte scan = -1

And the file offered to DROID again:

On this occasion, DROID offered a match of fmt/17 3, which is expected (especially as the PDF version
of 1.3 can be observed in the binary view of the file in the header area – first line):

This type of problem was noted in all the 132 files comprising the test set.

Planning a pre-conditioning treatment
Having checked all the files in the set to establish that the problem encounter was common, a preconditioning activity could be planned to treat all the offending files.
Following discussion with content owners / curators and other digital preservation colleagues, a
method was developed that sought to remove the offending data from the files, and allow the files
to be submitted into the system without error and with an accurate identification4.
This was a good fit for testing the proposed PREMIS provenance note model, and as such a
treatment was planned that allowed the objects to be cleaned, a note to be written, and both
objects given to the content owner / curator for them to decide how to best handle these objects

3

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/pronom/fmt/17
The supporting philosophy for this action will not be discussed in detail in this paper. In short, it is the view of
the NDHA digital preservation team that digital objects should be ingested into the permanent repository with
minimum interference, however where a file that purports to be of format type A (and this can be
demonstrated to be true) reverse-able action can be taken to get the file to ‘fit’ with the rest of the format
type cohort where possible as per the preconditioning policy (appendix A))
4

The Cleaner Script
A script was written in python that:1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

took an MD5 fixity value for each file
the files are scanned looking for data following the EOF/EOI marker
once located, the extraneous data trimmed
a new trimmed version of the file was created
this file was also hashed
and supporting data stowed in an accompanying XML file

This resulted in two new objects being created, the cleaned version of the file, and the XML file. The
new file was further passed through DROID, and rendered to ensure that a valid and accurate file
had been created.

Exploring the XML
As this implementation only looks at the activity described in the proposed PREMIS provenance note
as a simpleBitstreamChange only those aspects of the note have been constructed.
For this demonstration implementation no XML validation has been used. In reality the output XML
file should be validated against a suitable XSD file that ensures correct usage of the XML elements.

The script also populates the date and time, and a short description of the activity.

Things to note
The noteType elements have been populated according to the data dictionary.
To ensure that originString is accurately recorded, a decision was made to convert the binary
chunk to a base64 (ASCII) representation.
This decision is recorded as an attribute for the originString element: <originString
encoding="base64">
To ensure that the fixity value can be used in the future, a note was taken to ensure that the fixity
type was recorded in the inputFixity and outputFixity elements. This is also achieved by
storing this information as an attribute: <inputFixity Type="MD5">.

The noteDateTime node has been populated with the system date/time as a part of the python
processing.
The noteDescription note has been filled with some human readable text. In a real world
implementation this would be populated something more meaningful.

The Rollback Script
To demonstrate how the structured provenance note can be used to 'rollback' a preconditioning
action, another python script was written that takes the 'clean' version of the file, and the XML note,
and reconstructs the original file.
To ensure the process is accurate, both the fixity hashes are used - firstly to ensure that file being
presented matches the file whose treatment was recorded in the note, and finally to ensure that the
reconstructed file matches the original file as presented to the cleaner script.
Having checked that the initial fixities match, the originString element is extracted, decoded
and appended the 'cleaned' file. This file is then written to a file system, and the resulting file is
given for the final hash check.

Validating the two processes
To validate the process, it’s a relatively trivial task to compare externally generated MD5 hashes of
the original, cleaned or ‘rolled-back’ version of the file, with the two hashes captured in the XML by
the cleaning script. The expectation is that the original, rolled-back and originalFixity hashes
should all be the same, and the cleaned and finalFixity hashes are also the same.
A final check is that all three files render the identically.
Fixity values from one file used in the implementation:
Source
Original file – via DROID fixity
Cleaned file – via DROID fixity
finalFixity - via hashlib fixity
Rolled-back file – via DROID fixity
originFixity – via hashlib fixity

MD5 Hash
0ab954448cdaf3d059bdcfd3206db75e
174cd2fa77d4f1de7b29aa69575b3e71
174cd2fa77d4f1de7b29aa69575b3e71
0ab954448cdaf3d059bdcfd3206db75e
0ab954448cdaf3d059bdcfd3206db75e

Results
All the files in the test corpus were successfully "cleaned" with a full and accurate record being taken
of the action undertaken programmatically.
All of the 'cleaned' files in the test corpus were successfully reverted to their original form using only
the cleaned version of the file, and the proposed PREMIS provenance note data in XML form.
Fixity values of all digital objects in all states (original, cleaned and rolled-back) were taken and
successfully compared to demonstrate no loss.
The demonstration is concluded, and acknowledged as a success.

Appendix A – Preconditioning Policy
Digital Content Preconditioning Policy
Date approved
Approved by
Review date

One year from approval date

Policy owner

Joint Operations Group - Policy

Version
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Policy Overview
This policy is concerned with changes that may be made to digital content before it is ingested into
the preservation system.

Introduction
Preconditioning deals specifically with changes to digital content that have come within the control of
the Archives or Library, but have not yet been ingested into the preservation system.
The diverse nature of digital content means that there are times when it is desirable to make changes
to it before it is ingested into the preservation system. These changes are classed under the term
‘preconditioning’.
Preconditioning can aid in resolving technical issues found in digital content. In particular,
preconditioning can ensure that a version of transferred digital content will be able to be ingested into
the digital preservation system without any issues or errors being presented by the system. Issues
that preconditioning avoids include those presented by validation, metadata extraction and format
identification tools. While it is the role of preservation analysts, digital archivists and other domain
experts to decide when this type of change is necessary, there are some factors that should be
considered before deciding; a) whether a change is desirable, and b) whether that change should be
done through preconditioning or as a preservation action. These include, but are not limited to:


Can it be shown that the preconditioning will not affect, in any way, the intellectual message
of the content of any and every object that the preconditioning procedure will be applied to?



Is the proposed change completely reversible?

Scope
This policy covers actions taken on content that has been transferred to or acquired by Archives or
the Library but has not yet been ingested into the preservation system. It does not cover the limits of
change that can be introduced once the content is within the controlled boundaries of the preservation
system.
The policy also only covers changes to content that do not result with the original and a copy being
ingested. Preconditioning changes are made on the original. They do not generate a new copy.

Policy goal
The goal of this policy is to describe the limits of change that can be introduced to digital content from
the time it is brought within the control of Archives or the Library to its acceptance into the
preservation system.

Policy Operating Rules
1. Certain changes may be made to content before it is ingested into the preservation system.
Any changes must adhere to the following operating rules. Where the proposed changes do
not sit within the boundaries defined, an action within the preservation system should be
5
considered.
Rationale: There are situations where it is desirable to change content in order that it can be
ingested into the preservation system in the desired way.
2. All changes must be reversible.
Rationale: The lack of full control and audit external to the system means that preconditioning
changes must be fully reversible. It may become desirable to return the content to its original
6
state in the future.
3. All changes must have two critical pieces of information created and stored appropriately.
These are:
a. documentation detailing the reasons for the preconditioning. It should be stored
outside the preservation system but must be able to be associated with the affected
content.
Rationale: Documentation will be necessary to understand why the change was
made, how it was made, and how it may be reversed. It should also detail who was
involved in the decision making process.
b. a system-based provenance note that clearly describes the change that has been
made to the file. This note should remain as part of the file’s preservation metadata
throughout its existence.
Rationale: The provenance note allows users to understand exactly what
preconditioning has been undertaken on the file. It must give sufficient information for
operating rule two to be actioned.
4. A final approval of the acceptability of all proposed changes must be given by the appropriate
authority.
Rationale: The preservation team will advise on technical changes but they must be approved
by the appropriate authority (defined in the actors section below).

Actors
Curator/Archivist:
5

The key difference between preconditioning work and preservations actions is the degree of change and
reversibility of the work. Preconditioning deals with small changes that are lossless and completely reversible,
hence can be made without generating a new copy. Preservation actions are more complex and will often be
impossible to reverse. This is why preservation actions result in a new digital object being generated with the
original untouched.
6

If necessary it is possible to reverse the change and get exactly the same file as original one. Non-reversible
change is considered as preservation action.

-

A content owner. Is responsible for decision making on permissible change.

Conservators:
-

May act as a proxy for the content owner in terms of decision making.

-

May carry out changes.

-

Is responsible for understanding any intellectual impacts of changes on the file in question.

Digital Archivist:
-

May act as a proxy for the content owner in terms of decision making.

-

May carry out changes.

-

Is responsible for understanding any intellectual impacts of changes on the file in question.

Preservation/Technical Analyst:
-

Responsible for advising content owners on impacts.

-

May carry out changes.

-

Is responsible for understanding any technical impacts of changes on the file in question.

Preservation Manager:
-

Is responsible for management of this policy.

Preservation Policy Analyst:
-

Is responsible for managing the review process of this policy.

Impacts
The process of proposing, understanding and undertaking preconditioning changes will extend the
length of time that the content remains outside the preservation system. This must be minimised
where possible.

Measurement
No.

1

Related
Operating
Rule
3

Measure

Expected
outcome

The number of files that have undergone
preconditioning that do not have a provenance note
attached.

0

Key terms
Intellectual message: That content which the digital file is trying to convey: the story, the picture, the
song, the record. This is defined as required by the Archives and the Library.
Preconditioning: Deliberate and agreed changes made to content that is not in the preservation
system. These changes are undertaken with the purpose of preparing the content for ingest into the
system.

Related policy chapters
Document
Preservation Action Policy
Technical Analyst Workbench
Policy

Location
Chapter n, page x
Chapter n, page x

References
n/a

Notes of Divergence
There are no points of divergence between Archives and the Library.

Appendix B – Initial assessment
Recommendations for changes to Indigo/DNX ‘provenance’ field to
support a ‘Note’ data entity
Introduction
This paper reviews the current usage of the provenance field in indigo/DNX and makes
recommendations for their future use. The fields reviewed are:
The review arose from on-going discussions around the usefulness and desired/anticipated usage of
the provenance note feature.

Recommendations
This paper recommends that:
1. The indigo process for recording provenance notes is extended to support more layers of
record keeping (IE/Rep/File) in a user friendly fashion
2. The indigo process for recording provenance notes is extended to support bulk ingesting of
provenance notes
3. The DNX data model is amended to support a more suitable structure for provenance data
The recommendations require various strands of work to be undertaken. These are:
1. A change request with Ex Libris to make the required changes to the DNX.
2. Changes made in Indigo to:
a. Add provenance notes at varying levels of objects (IE/Rep/File)
b. Allow the submission of a master provenance note list with a SIP package to bulk
record provenance notes for large SIPs
c. map to the new DNX fields.
3. Training to ensure correct use of the new fields.

Discussion
Current usage
The current location of provenance note keeping is in the DNX Event data object.
Originally, this was intended to convey information about any important activity undertaken on a
digital object, including system and user processes.
The Exlibris AIP document defines events as:
 New version of the IE – a result of adding a new representation or metadata
(descriptive, access rights)
 Validation checks – validity and integrity checks on files
Each such event will be written in the events (mets:digiprovMD) section belonging to the relevant
object level (IE, representation, or file). 7
And the Ex-libris “Events Mechanisms” paper defines events as:



New version of the IE – a result of adding a new representation or new metadata
(descriptive, access rights)



Validation checks – validity and integrity checks on files



Enrichment – the generation of a persistent identifier



Preservation events (migration) – the file’s creating application and/or the submission
reason



Delete IE - deletion of the IE from the permanent repository through the Web editor



Recover IE – recovery of a deleted IE from the recycle bin back to the permanent
repository. 8

The DNX Events entity has a number of sematic units. These do not have individual definitions in the
AIP document, but the following definitions can be found:
Agent – The agent that triggered this event. An agent is not necessarily a person. An
agent may also refer to a process, plug-in tool, and so forth.
Event details – Such as the creation date, a description, the parameters, and so forth

7

Both definitions from, Rosetta AIP Data Model v3.0.pdf (G:\Fileplan\NDHA\Business Unit\Data
model\Rosetta V3).
8
Events Mechanism in Rosetta (G:\Fileplan\NDHA\Business Unit\Data model\Events\Events Mechanism in
Rosetta.doc)

The Event entity is defined in the PREMIS Data Dictionary:

These semantic units are replicated in the DNX data model:

Table 1: DNX to Premis mapping
DNX field
- container eventIdentifierType
eventIdentifierValue
eventType
eventDateTime
No Mapped Entity
eventDescription
- container eventOutcome
- container eventOutcomeDetail
eventOutcomeDetailExtension
- container linkingAgentIdentifierType
linkingAgentIdentifierValue
linkingAgentIdentifierXMLID
linkingAgentRole
- container No Mapped Entity
No Mapped Entity
No Mapped Entity

Premis field
2.1 eventIdentifier (M, NR)
2.1.1 eventIdentifierType (M, NR)
2.1.2 eventIdentifierValue (M, NR)
2.2 eventType (M, NR)
2.3 eventDateTime (M, NR)
2.4 eventDetail (O, NR)
No Mapped Entity
2.5 eventOutcomeInformation (O, R)
2.5.1 eventOutcome (O, NR)
2.5.2 eventOutcomeDetail (O, R)
2.5.2.1 eventOutcomeDetailNote (O, NR)
2.5.2.2 eventOutcomeDetailExtension (O, R)
2.6 linkingAgentIdentifier (O, R)
2.6.1 linkingAgentIdentifierType (M, NR)
2.6.2 linkingAgentIdentifierValue (M, NR)
No Mapped Entity
2.6.3 linkingAgentRole (O, R)
2.7 linkingObjectIdentifier (O, R)
2.7.1 linkingObjectIdentifierType (M, NR)
2.7.2 linkingObjectIdentifierValue (M, NR)
2.7.3 linkingObjectRole (O, R)

Current constraints
There is no current method inside Rosetta to create provenance note. The only methods that
currently support the creation of provenance notes are the various deposit agents (e.g. Indigo, WCT
and Bulk Deposit Tool)
The next two examples show how the DNX event is populated with a provenance note when various
deposit agents are used as the upload method.

Bulk Deposit Tool Completed Provenance Event

Indigo Completed Provenance Event (two provenance notes)

From the above examples it can be seen that the actual contents of the provenance note is
contained inside the eventOutcomeDetail semantic unit. The PREMIS data dictionary defines this
unit as:

Exploring the primary issues
1) The current method is undertaking two related tasks:
a. It is recording the fact that a provenance record was successfully lodged against an
object entity
b. It is recording the details of any preconditioning changes or other such activity the
file is subjected to
2) The sematic entity ‘eventOutcomeDetail’ is used to hold the details of reported provenance
activity, not the details of the event outcome
3) Provenance notes are not being written in a recursively inside the event by indigo, they
written as new records
4) There is no concrete structure to a provenance note. This will limit future abilities to identify
items that share a specific provenance event, or to automate reversals of pre-conditioning
activities
5) Provenance notes are a poor fit for the DNX/PREMIS Event Entity
6) There is a significant amount of wasted storage through the consistent use of (repeated)
empty data entities

Defining a solution
The following section details the proposed solutions for these issues
The current method is undertaking two related tasks & The sematic entity
‘eventOutcomeDetail’ is used to hold the details of reported provenance activity, not the
details of the event outcome (Issues: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6)
There should be a new Note entity that contains the details of the provenance note in a suitably
structured way. This would allow the eventOutcomeDetail to be used to contain event related data,
and move the actual provenance record into a more suitable data location
Example:
Using the first (BDT) example as a demonstration, the output DNX might look like:
<record>
<key id="eventIdentifierType">Papers Past Migration</key>
<key id="eventIdentifierValue">1</key>
<key id="eventType">EXTRACTION</key>
<key id="eventDescription">Note about the use of a modified metadata extractor</key>
<key id="eventDateTime">2011-05-26 14:35:43</key>
<key id="eventOutcome1">SUCCESS</key>
<key id="eventOutcomeDetail1">Nn</key>
</record>

Elsewhere in DNX:
<note>
<key id=”noteIdentifierType"> Papers Past Migration</key>
<key id=”noteIdentifierValue">Nn</key>
<key id=”unstructuredChangeDetails">The DNX elements relating to validation and
metadata extraction may not be correct due to a modified extractor being used. See relevant
document CMS ID430200</key>
<key id=”noteDateTime">as per CMS ID 430200</key>
<key id=”noteDescription">Relates to the deployment of the XML catalogue for Jhove - See
installation notes CMS ID430500</key>
</note>
There is no concrete structure to a provenance note. (Issues: #4 #5)
As the provenance note is currently being recorded as an event, a new note data object structure
should be provided that encompasses the need for a structured and specific note entity.
See the attached papers, (“Note Data Model.jpg”, “Note Data Dictionary.docx” and “New
Provenance Date Model Examples.docx” for an exemplar model based on the current PREMIS event
object.

Recommendations
Box 1: Recommendations for data model
The attached ‘note’ data be reflected in DNX and implemented inside Indigo as a working
data entity.
The data model will be accepted as a pseudo PREMIS data model, and an appropriate
mapping to a DNX structure is completed, and reflected in DNX and Indigo.

Box 2: Recommendations for usage of ‘Note’ data object
Indigo should be changed to support the simple collection of structured ‘notes’ as a part of
an ingest
This should include the following high level requirements: Support for a bulk ingest, with ‘notes’ populated by a proved csv file or structured
form
 Support for simple adding of notes to files, reps or IE, with flexible control of
granular associations

Box 3: Prepare some training to support implementation.
Once changes are made to Indigo, a training package should be prepared to ensure that all
indigo users are well versed in the note function, and are able to record provenance
records with their ingests

